This paper explores the field emission (FE) properties of highly crystalline Si nanowires (NWs) with controlled surface passivation. The NWs were batch-grown by the vapor_liquid_solid process using Au catalysts with no intentional doping. The FE current_voltage characteristics showed quasi-ideal current saturation that resembles those predicted by the basic theory for emission from semiconductors, even at room temperature. In the saturation region, the currents were extremely sensitive to temperature and also increased linearly with voltage drop along the nanowire. The latter permits the estimation of the doping concentration and the carrier lifetime, which is limited by surface recombination. The conductivity could be tuned over 2 orders of magnitude by in situ hydrogen passivation/desorption cycles. This work highlights the role of dangling bonds in surface leakage currents and demonstrates the use of hydrogen passivation for optimizing the FE characteristics of Si NWs.
radically different from those predicted by standard Fowler_Nordheim (FN) theory. Instead of the exponential FN law expectedfor metals, the emission current, I, can exhibit a saturation region as a function of applied voltage, V, that is more or less welldefined depending on a host of parameters such as the doping level and type, emitter temperature (T), crystal quality, and the state of the surface.Wehave recently shown such saturation phenomena for the first time for batch-fabricated, individual semiconducting (SC) SiC nanowires (NWs).1,2 The saturation was stable in current and extended over a wide range of voltages, which should tend to make uniform the emission of planar FE cathodes composed of a multitude of NWs randomly distributed over a surface. The current at saturation presented also a sharp photothermal sensitivity, which is of interest for laser-and heatcontrolled electron sources and light detectors. The cross-breeding of rich phenomena in SC NWs with FE principles thus appears promising for applications, but the parameters relating the emission properties of SC NWs to their electrical transport and surface properties are still poorly understood.
For FE, the saturation occurs theoretically and experimentally when the SC material is p-doped, though in principle it could also occur for prohibitively low n-type carrier concentrations. It manifests itself in strongly nonlinear FN plots, that is to say plots of log(I/V2) versus (1/V). A first qualitative explanation for this behavior was given by Arthur,3 and later a theoretical model was developed by Baskin.4 This model describes how the emission is controlled by a depletion zone near the emission end, as presented in Figure 1a . A slightly modified version of this model provides, however, the best explanation for the three different current_voltage [I(V)] regimes identified in Figure 1b: In the low-field region (region I), the emission is supplied by minority carriers coming from the conduction band. The I(V) follows a quite linear FN curve because increasing external field at the NW apex must correct for only a small resistive voltage drop in the SC compared to the total applied voltage. In the medium-field region (region II), the field is strong enough to induce an inversion layer (n-type) at the apex. Increasing the voltage further leads to a deeper penetration of the field into the emitter because of the limited carrier concentration, giving rise to a high-resistance space charge region (SCR) between the p-type bulk and the n-type surface,3 similar to a p_n junction in reverse bias ( Figure 1a) . The large associated internal voltage drops, ΔV, are directly measurable with an electron energy analyzer.1_3 This saturation regime is the most interesting because the current is, to a large degree, controlled by generation_recombination (GR) production of carriers and as a result is highly sensitive to temperature and light absorption. The current density is lower than for metal emitters, but the current is much more stable. This is in part because the p_n junction acts as a series load that increases the internal voltage and stabilizes the emission. In addition, covalent materials such as Si are much less prone to gas absorption, which is the primary cause of FE instability. Finally, the less studied region III has been attributed to avalanche phenomena where the internal field becomes large enough for impact ionization in the SCR. This interpretation is, however, revisited here in the context of Si NW emitters at low doping concentration. Despite the richness of FE from SCs, the corresponding literature is much less extensive than that devoted to emission from metals. This is because a successful observation of these regimes depends on special sample preparation. Previous studies on individual tip emitters fabricated manually from bulk SCs and prepared by high-field evaporation3,5 and on Si tip arrays fabricated by lithography6 revealed saturation effects. Saturation phenomena have been observed at low temperature (∼100 K) with reduced effects at room temperature. The saturation current density was 2 or 3 orders of magnitude larger than in a p_n junction, which was attributed to a leakage current. This current can originate from a surface inversion layer, a high density of bulk defects, surface states, etc. As well, the high temperature treatments needed to produce clean emitters often create irreversible surface changes which wash out the saturation effects.7 Consequently, the dynamic range over which I could be modulated by heat or light was reduced. Outside the scope of this article, heavy additional technologies were used to control the FE current by gated fields8 and pin junctions9 fabricated by multistep lithography.
For NWs, the problem of surface states and defects is exacerbated because of the high surface-to-volume ratio. This explains why the few measurements in the literature on SC NWs have only shown standard FN behaviors.10_13 However, our previous results displayed somewhat muted saturation effects due to defects in the SiC NWs, which included different polymorphs, many dislocations, and uncertain surface quality.1,2 Moreover, saturation was observed, over a large background of leak current, only after the laborious deployment of low-energy Ar bombardment to remove surface contaminants. In this work, we present results on Si NWs of much higher structural quality grown using the vapor_solid_liquid (VLS) process. These displayed much stronger saturation regimes immediately and systematically after minimal heating in vacuum. Results of different experiments are presented that include measurements of I(V,T) curves and total energy distributions (TED) during FE in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). An exciting method to reversibly control the surface state density of Si NWs by in situ cyclic heating and hydrogen passivation is described.
10 nm (Figure 2b ). No evidence of stacking faults was found. The oxide layer appears to be formed during the VLS NW growth (see Experimental Section). FE measurements were carried out in a dedicated UHV FE system that allowed in situ hydrogen passivation (see Experimental Section). The measurements on all five NWs studied so far were reproducible and consistent. Only two NWs are presented here for comparison: (1) NW1, Figure 2c , emission from the Au catalyst end (L = 20 μm, d = 100 nm); (2) NW2, Figure 2d , emission from the substrate end (L = 40 μm, d = 100 nm). The TEM image of the apex of NW1 (Figure 2c ) shows the Au catalyst particle at the apex, as typically found in samples grown by the VLS tip growth mechanism. Figure 2d shows the substrate end of NW2 after it was broken off from the substrate along a transverse cleavage plane. There is no trace of the catalyst in this case. The high crystalline quality, the absence of structural defects, and the oxide passivation are key elements explaining the good electrical properties of these NWs. First measurements were carried out on the Si NWs without any treatment. These showed fairly straight FN plots due to strong leakage currents through an undefined physisorbed layer formed on exposure to ambient conditions. A 2 min heating to about 500 _C was used to remove the physisorbed contaminants. All samples after such in situ heat treatments exhibited highly nonlinear FE I(V) characteristics with strong current saturation, as predicted by the FE theory from p-doped SCs. Although the growth conditions for these Si NWs include no dopant, these results clearly indicate that the NWs were p-doped. This unintentional doping is ascribed to Au atoms or clusters deposited from the Au catalyst particles within the NWs during the growth. Indeed, it was shown that Au can induce p-doping14 in addition to deep levels15 in Si NWs. As discussed hereafter, the quasiideal FE characteristics observed from as-prepared Si NWs also indicated good passivation of the Si/SiO2 interface by the hydrogen treatment performed during growth.
Typical FN plots with increasing T are given in Figure 3a for NW1 and in Figure 3b for NW2. The corresponding I(V) curves are presented as semilog plots in the insets. The three regions predicted by theory are well-defined. The standard FN region I is at low current (<1 pA) and is best seen in the single electron counter measurements of NW1. The current goes through very flat saturations in region II for both NWs. Although it is somewhat flatter and at lower current for NW2, this means that both NWs present low leakage currents. Region III starts at the end of region II with the transition voltage (ΔVt) increasing with T. There are no equivalent strong saturation effects found for SC NWs in the literature, and the curves are even flatter than almost all emitters obtained for bulk SC materials. Comparing these results quantitatively with the literature for macroscopic emitters is rather difficult because one must develop a correct scaling to allow for the varying emitter areas, conic or linear shapes, applied voltages, field amplification factors, and temperatures. However, note that a strong saturation is found here even at room temperature, while in most work, this could be achieved only by cooling. The strong saturation must be related to the low defect and surface state densities at the Si/SiO2 interface due to hydrogen treatments during the NW growth. We did not make use of the electron counter for NW2. One distinguishes the three regions predicted for field emission from semiconductors: Region I: standard FN emission appears at low current (<1 pA) and is measured with the single electron counter. Region II: saturation of current with high sensitivity to temperature. Region III: rapid increase in current. Insets: semilog plots of I(V).
We now explore the use of FE measurements as a tool for understanding the electron transport and for probing the impact of the parameters of the NWs, such as the source of carriers, their concentrations, relaxation times, etc. The equation describing the transport properties of a p_n junction where bulk defects and surface states are neglected (low leak current) contains an internal current from GR (IGR), due to the thermal excitation of minority carriers in the SCR, and a diffusion current through the junction (Idiff).16 The saturation current is thus given by: where q is the elementary charge, ΔV is the voltage drop, and k is the Boltzmann constant. In this expression, IGR0~ni/τ and Idiff0~ni 2 /Na, where τ is the minority carrier lifetime, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and Na is the concentration of dopants. Because ni ~exp(_Egap)/(2kT) is relatively small at room temperature for Si (ni = 1.45 _ 1010 /cm3) and τ is short,16 IGR ismuch greater than Idiff. Consequently, the carrier transport is dominated by IGR at moderate temperature and can be expressed simply as:
where A is theNWcross section area,Wis the depletion width across the p_n junction, Nc and Nv are the density of states in the valence and conduction bands, respectively. Equation 2 combined with measurements of the current and voltage drop by the TED (see Experimental Section) allows one to further explore the carrier transport mechanism and intrinsic parameters of the NWs. Consider first the thermal activation energy Ea of the saturation current in region II at fixed ΔV. From eq 2, it is in principle related to the band gap energy, Egap, of the NWs. However, on the basis of the Shockley_ Read_Hall phenomenological theory, this characteristic energy can be lowered by localized trap states in the band gap that serve as GR centers. To evaluate Ea, we have measured I at ΔV = _30 V for NW1 and ΔV = _50 V for NW2 while changing T, which was done efficiently with a thermocouple attached to the tip mount. Since ΔV is large and negative, we can neglect the related exponential term in eq 2, which becomes Note that the current (and also the voltage drop) here is negative, but for simplicity, we used positive values in the plots and in the text hereafter. In Figure 4 , we show that ln(I) versus 1/kT for NW2 can be very well fitted by the Arrhenius law with Ea = 0.56 eV. This is roughly the Egap/2 of Si, which matches the activation energy expected from eq 2. However, we estimated Ea = 0.36 eV for NW1, indicating NW to NW differences in activation energies. This is evidenced in Figure 3 by considering that a 150 K increase for NW1, rather than 80 K for NW2, is required in order to gain a 2 orders of magnitude change in current. While GR dominated by Au deep traps cannot be ruled out in the case of NW1, their density is probably not enough to completely dominate the GR dynamics in all our NWs. As shown in the following experiments, differences in the surface state density and their role as GR centers explain best the Ea differences in region II between NWs. That is, the higher sensitivity to T for NW2 compared to NW1 is most likely due to a lower concentration of dangling bonds at the NW surface The room temperature I(ΔV) plots for NW1 and NW2 are shown in Figure 5a . These curves are similar in shape to that of a p_n junction operating in reverse bias. We can also distinguish the three regions corresponding to the FN curves of Figure 3 . In the linear FN (region I), I is proportional to ΔV and the slope gives a resistance of 1013 Ω. This value is surprisingly high, roughly 103 times greater than the resistance of NWs from the same batch but measured in field-effect transistors (not shown). Therefore, the high resistivity in region I is not a direct measure of the intrinsic resistance of the NWs and rather corresponds to much higher resistance contributions from either the minority carriers (electrons) or from surface carriers accumulated by trap states (i.e., current leak). For region II, we have previously reported that the large voltage drops cannot be explained by the Schottky barrier (SB) at the contact between the W tip and the NWs.1 We can also exclude contact effects due to the oxide because measurements have given low voltage drops (2 V for 20 nA) for highly p-doped Si NWs with the same oxide thickness (not shown). In addition, the presence of a SB at the Au particle_NW interface can also be neglected for NW1 because an even larger ΔV is observed for NW2 while it has no particle. The minor role for the SB found here is consistent with the results by Leonard et al. on Ge NWs.17 Finally, region III presents an increase in current that is characteristic of FN tunneling (i.e., linear in a FN plot). Previously mistaken for a signature of breakdown, it appears clear in our study that this transition is better explained by a SCR that can no longer increase in width because it has reached the maximum length available, which is the full length of the NW. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the transition voltage from region II to region III of NW2 is twice that of NW1 (50 V for NW1 versus 100 V for NW2), while NW2 is twice as long (40 μm versus 20 μm for NW1). Additional observations in region II can be extracted from the plots in Figure 5a : (i) the ΔV for the same I is larger for NW2 than for NW1; (ii) the onset conditions for current saturation are also different: 1 pA, 1 V for NW1 versus 0.5 pA, 18 V for NW2; (iii) the slope in the saturation region is larger for NW1 by roughly a factor of 2. Such differences in FE characteristics are surprising since both NWs have the same diameter and similar dopant density (same batch). At first sight, it may suggest that important screening takes place at the apex because of the presence of the gold particle at the end of NW1. However, a higher surface state density for NW1 is more likely responsible for these differences because only surface traps can affect the Ea value and the slope in region II, while also explaining both (i) and (ii) observations. That is, a large density of surface traps can induce carrier inversion at the surface of the NW, which readily creates leak currents for electrons along the NW surface. The larger the leak, the better the screening of the field inside the NW (i.e., lower voltage drops). These hypotheses are tested next using in situ passivation experiments. The characteristics established above are for asgrown Si NWs with minimal heating. As shown in Figure 6 , a drastic transformation in the FE characteristics was induced by illuminating NW1with a relatively high laser power (7 mW) using a focal spot size of ∼20 μm. This treatment led to the suppression of region II (i.e., saturation). The change is accompanied by a lowering of the resistance by a factor of 100 (not shown). Moreover, the FN I(V) plot in Figure 6 becomes less sensitive to temperature (the blue curve is at room temperature and the red curve at 365 K). We have recently explored the effect of such laser heating on other NWs and found that temperature increases in the tens to hundreds of degrees were easily generated in similar structures.18 Extrapolating data in Figure 3 , the optical excitation of the Si NW at 7 mW corresponds to an increase in temperature of ∼900 K. This temperature is too low for desorbing the oxide layer, but the interface is expected to be free of all silicon hydride species at ∼850 K.19 Therefore, temperatures induced here by the laser were high enough to eliminate the H-passivation, thereby creating a large concentration of dangling bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface. Evidently, the heating here has transformed the H-passivated interface into a highly conductive surface "channel", with its overall importance in NW FE probably enhanced due to their high surface/bulk ratios.20 In order to reproduce the initial characteristics, an in situ passivation step was carried out. It is common in Si technology to include a step aimed at passivating dangling bonds and other trap states at the Si/SiO2 interface using annealing in a forming gas containing hydrogen.21 Hydrogen atoms can diffuse through the SiO2 layer toward the interface and react with Si dangling bonds and other low coordinated Si atoms in the SiO2. This has been used for Si NWs in the transistor configuration,22,23 though we have not found an in-depth study that correlates such hydrogen passivation with a modification of the transport properties. As shown in Figure 7 , atomic hydrogen exposure was effective to passivate the NWs in the FE configuration in vacuum (see Experimental Section). FN plots for NW1 taken before and after passivation are shown in Figure 7a . These results confirm our hypothesis that dangling bonds can lead to a significant surface leak that alters the FE characteristics of SCs. This behavior was reproduced through successive and gradual thermodesorption (TD)/passivation cycles showing how the conduction properties could be efficiently tuned. A variation of the average resistance by 2 orders of magnitude was achieved. For the TD, the NW was heated for different times to 870 K to desorb the passivating H at the Si/SiO2 interface. Figure 7b shows the result for one cycle of TD/passivation represented in FN curves. As expected, the sensitivity of I to T is much higher for the best passivated NWs. The in situ passivation was in all cases incomplete as the NWs never recovered completely the pristine state measured after the growth. Thismight be due to the high directionality of the atomic beam of hydrogen atoms generated in vacuum from the filament located in front of the NW.
The in situ passivation experiments in Figure 7 have shown that an extra conduction channel is formed in parallel when the NWs have a large number of dangling bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface. What is the microscopic nature of this extra channel for the current? The Si dangling bonds are known to be good electron donors relative to Si bulk. 24 As illustrated in Figure 8 , they produce surface traps that are positive and thus induce, when in significant number, a band bending and a depletion of holes near the NW surface (diagram A). When the trap density is large enough, the band bending leads to an electron accumulation thatforms an extra conductive channel along the NW but at the surface only. In the extreme case, a metallic channe can even be formed at the surface,24 which may completely eliminate the saturation in region II (diagram C).
DISCUSSION
The saturation behavior is next discussed for NW2 using eq 3 at room temperature (ni = 1.45_1010 /cm3):
Because I is proportional to W in the saturation region, the linear fit of I versus ΔV in Figure 5b for NW2 thus implies that W _ V. This linear dependence contrasts with the W~ V 1/2 for bulk diodes. A deviation from the root square law is, however, not surprising for lowdimensional Si NWs. On one hand, Léonard et al. have shown that W can follow an exponential dependence on reverse bias in Ge Schottky diode NWs.17 On the other hand, and consistent with our results, a linear dependence of W has been predicted in 2D p_n junctions25 and observed in devices made of NW diodes.26,27 The expression given for W is25 where εr is the relative dielectric constant of Si, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and NS is the surface doping concentration. Because of the linear dependence, the average electric-field strength in the p_n junction depends only weakly on the external bias. This unusual behavior allows an extended SCR where the breakdown voltage shifts to very high reverse biases.26,27 As a result, the depletion region can be very large for FE, as demonstrated theoretically4 and experimentally for macroscopic emitters3 and NWs. 2 We therefore conclude that the transition from region II to III is not due to breakdown, but rather marks a transition when the SCR is extended to the full length of the NWs. We can then estimate k for NW2 using This relation gives an estimation of NS and then of NA using NA = NS/d ∼ 2 ~ 10 15 /cm 3 . Using the same approach, the same doping was also estimated for NW1.Assuming no leakage current for NW2, a carrier lifetime τ = 66 ps is readily extracted from the slope of the line in Figure 5b and eq 4. This low value compared to bulk indicates that the rate is probably dominated by surface recombination, which is expected for NWs because of their large surface-to volumeratio. The lifetime in such case is given by28,29
where τNW (τbulk) represents the NW (bulk) carrier lifetime, d is the diameter of NW, and S is the surface velocity. The total lifetime is reduced by the surface term (4S/d). In theNWliterature, the bulk term is known to be negligible compared to the surface term. 30 Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the influence of incorporated impurities on the electronic properties of Si NWs is insignificant,30 even for a low density of surface states. 28 The above expression can therefore be written as:
and gives S = 4 _ 10 4 cm/s, which is extremely large compared to H-terminated flat Si surfaces31 but physically reasonable for NWs.29,30 Finally, we can estimatethe density of recombination centers at the surface Nr from the Shockley_Read_Hall expression:16 where vth(Si) ∼ 2 _ 10 7 cm/s is the mean thermal velocity of carriers and σ(Si) = 10 _15 cm 2 is their mean capture cross section. 32 We obtain Nr = 1.7 _10 12 /cm 2 , which is about an order of magnitude lower than Si/ SiO2 interface state density for native oxides.30 This proves that the passivation achieved during growth reduced significantly the surface state density and contributed to the strong saturation in FN curves. However, this density is greater than the values reported for Si NWs passivated at high temperature using thermal oxidation and a forming gas anneal (Nr = 5~10 _ 10 for Toxidation = 960 °C28). The considerably higher density found here can be attributed to the modest quality of our oxide obtained during the low temperature growth (540 °C). Forming a high-quality oxide on the NWs surface using an additional oxidation step at higher temperature followed by standard hydrogen passivation can therefore be effective in further improving the saturation.
In this model, the influence of surface states in the SCR appears mainly as a competitive GR channel for reducing the carrier lifetime. The interplay between the GR processes in the bulk, on Au deep traps, and at the surface thus appears in the analysis as the main factor determining the current and the slope in region II. This is, however, valid only if the leak current is small. This condition for the SCR is illustrated in Figure 8 , diagram B.
When the density of surface states is extremely large, an extra conduction channel is formed at the surface of the NWdue to a significant shift of the pinning position of the Fermi level at the Si/SiO2 interface24 (diagram C of Figure 8 ). This leads to a large current leakage and a complete loss of region II, such as in Figure 7a . Therefore, the role of the surface states is not only to control the GR processes but also to induce a leak current, which is a competitive mechanism acting in parallel with Isat. In the low-field region (region I), Ileak can be estimated using Ileak = (A0/L)qnitμeΔV, where nit is the density of the electron layer at the surface induced by the hole traps, μe is their mobility, ΔV the internal voltage drop, and L and A0 are the NW length and section for this electron layer. This leak resistance is, however, difficult to estimate experimentally because the currents are very low and most often below the sensitivity of the electron analyzer. In general, the leakage current should dominate when nit >> ni.
When the passivation is only partial, the situation is more complex because it involves a competition between Ileak and Isat. In this case, it is interesting to note that low Ileak affects weakly the estimation of τ from the slope in region II. For instance, Rleak for NW2 is very large (10 13 Ω) and Ileak is negligible and has little effect on the estimate of GR rate. It is also important to keep in mind that the trapped holes at the surface will accelerate the recombination dynamics in the SCR. Thus, the very fast recombination process for NW2 is a clear indication that the passivation in this case can be further improved. However, a perfectly passivated NW would appear here as a bad choice for applications because it will produce uselessly small Isat. Similar arguments can also be invoked in order to optimize the temperature response in FE by simple adjustments of the Ea value of the NWs through a tight control on their surface passivation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied FE from individual Si NWs. Quasi-ideal saturation was obtained accompanied by a strong sensitivity to temperature. The highest sensitivity was an increase in current by 2 orders of magnitude for an increase in T of only 80 _C. Furthermore, the measurements of the TEDs of the emitted electrons and a simple p_n junction model taking into account the low dimensionality of the NWs allowed us to estimate the doping and carrier lifetime. The latter was found to be dominated by surface recombination.The role of the surface states was demonstrated by cyclic heating and hydrogen passivation treatments done in situ. This treatment allowed us to determine that the current saturation is intimately linked to the good conducting properties of the Si/SiO2 interface of the NWs. An important point is that until nowmodifications of the FE from SCs were considered as irreversible.
In general, a more quantitative understanding and control of the emission phenomena from SC NWs may now be achievable. These strong saturation effects must be associated with the high quality of the Si NWs, and the results now appear solid enough to be of interest for a more rigorous theoretical treatment of the problem. Such a treatment is simplified by the uniform cross section of the NWs as compared to the more frequently encountered conic emitters. However, self-consistent solutions that marry SC transport theory, FE, three dimensions, and eventually the nanometric effects such as confinement must be sought. In the past years, the NW community has succeeded in mastering the fabrication and analysis of ever higher quality and more complex NW structures. The methodology exposed here is thus applicable to a rich panoply of systems and phenomena. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION Sample Preparation. Si NWs were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) according to the VLS growth mechanism.Thirty nanometer TiN thin layers were deposited on Si wafers using a Leybold sputtering system. Subsequently, 10 nm Aucatalyst layers were deposited in a UHV Riber e-beam evaporator. The synthesis was carried out in a previously described homemade hot-filament-assisted CVD system at 540 _C.33,34 The 0.38 mm diameter tungsten wire, mounted at the H2 feedthrough inlet, was powered at 175 W, corresponding to an approximate surface temperature of 1900 _C. Efficient H2 decomposition was thus achieved by forcing it to pass through the hot wire confined within a thermal screen. The provided atomic hydrogen flow acted as an efficient etchant to avoid undesired amorphous Si (a-Si) deposition during Si NW growth. After temperature ramping to 540 _C (20 _C per minute) and prior to the Si NW growth, the samples were exposed to hotfilament-activated hydrogen flow for 5 min. This was done to remove eventual contaminants and to achieve efficient dewetting of the gold thin film and the formation of the catalyst particles onto which Si NWs nucleated and grew. Si NW growth was then initiated by silane (SiH4) precursor gas injection at 10% dilution in hydrogen for a total pressure of 15 mbar and a total flow of 100 sccm. During the 30 min growth time, the hot filament was continuously powered at 175 W.
For FE studies, individual NWs were attached directly from the growth substrate to the ends of tungsten tips that were previously sharpened by electrochemical etching in NaOH solution. The attachment was done through conductive carbon glue, and positioning was achieved using a 3D micromanipulator and an optical microscope. The NWs were first selected using the coated tip via van der Waals forces and then detached from the substrate by pulling along the tip axis.
Experimental Setup. FE measurements were performed in an UHV system (2 _ 10_10 Torr) that has been described in detail elsewhere.1,2,18 The polyvalent setup allows one to carry out a wide range of measurements. An electron counter permits low current measurements starting at 10_20 A. The temperatures can be varied simultaneously from 100 to 2000 K. It also has a home-built hot filament system for ion bombardment and the decomposition of neutrals useful for surface treatments with different gases. For optical studies, an Ar laser is focused onto the field emitter with a standard optical setup mounted outside the vacuum chamber in front of a viewport. Finally our installation has the great advantage of having an electron energy analyzer for direct measurements of the TEDs. The TEDs give the Fermi level at the NW apex with respect to that of the support tip and thus the voltage drop ΔV along the NW. These measurements combined with the measured total current become a type of two-point transport measurement to study the carrier transport mechanisms in individual SiC NWs.2 Passivation. H2 flowing at a pressure of 10_4 Torr was dissociated by a hot tungsten filament positioned in the FE chamber near the NW (2000 _C measured by an optical pyrometer) for several minutes. 35 The NW was held at room temperature. This short treatment was sufficient to recover almost completely the current saturation and region II.
